
Premier Grain Length Grader

Premier Grain’s Length Graders utilize a 23 inch  diameter high
density hardened cyclinder.  We use an environmentally and employee
friendly carbonitriding process to surface harden our cylinders to a
minimum of 55 Rockwell C. Standard checks throughout the manufacturing
process insure consistent quality and customer  satisfaction.  We at Premier
Grain strive towards quality, product safety, and social obligations to our
employees, our customers, and the  environment.

Call us today to find out more.

50 Cleveland Ave. S.W. New Brighton, MN 55112
Ph: 651.636.7323    Fax: 651.636.8466
In the U.S. call toll free: 1 877 336.7323

Email: premiergrain@qwest.net
www.premiergrain.net

Modular design

Right angle
worm gear drive

with V.F.D.

Standard high quality
brand name drive

components

Adjustable retarders
Trough adjustment for

complete clean out
Dust control connestion
Large inlet feed casting
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Graders can be used
individually or arranged as mulitple
units for series flow or parallel
flow for high capacity cleaning.

Consistent RPM, soft start,
overload protection, reduced niose
level, ability to take one unit off
line while running others.

In stock throughout
North America.

User friendly
All components interchangeable
(conveyors, troughs, end plates-
no lefts and rights)
Simple maintenance adjustments



Premier Grain Length Grader
Operating process- Material is fed into a rotating cylinder, all material shorter in length. Than
the indent pocket is lifted into a conveyor trough that runs through the center of the cylinder
and is discharged out of the end.  Material that is not lifted is conveyed out along the bottom
of the cylinder to the discharge outlet at the same end.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
- Poly chain drive
- Lined spouting package
- Special cylinder plating for
extreme wear or corrosive
environments
- Superior ground shafting
- Other options available,
call for details
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